The Hebrew announcement will be followed by an English one

29 August, 2021

To the University Community,

In accordance with theupdated

Decisions of the Education Committee of the Knesset, today, regarding

Activities of the Institutions of Higher Education, we announce that as of tomorrow, Sunday, 30.8.21, access to the campus will be allowed to the entire University Community only with a green pass or with an updated positive COVID-19 test (in accordance with the Ministry of Health guidelines).

The instruction will apply to all entrances to the University:

- Employees, students, and visitors.

Beyond that, there is no change in the guidelines regarding work on campus.

In order to facilitate access to the campus, it is recommended to prepare in advance:

- Approval of a green pass in the Ramlah application,
- Printout of a green pass attached to an ID or employee card with a photo,
- Approval of a negative test result for COVID-19 attached to an ID or employee card with a photo.

We request that you adapt to the entrances to the campus in the first few days of implementing this instruction.

We call on all employees and students to get vaccinated.

In addition, we inform you that beyond the nationwide distribution of testing stations,

There are also near the Ramat Gan railway station, and two quick COVID-19 testing stations (for a fee) near the University campus:

1. The Steinhardt Museum of Natural History - Eichhorn Station
2. The Sports Center - Sports Center

You can check the websites of the operators of the tests for hours of operation and additional information.

With health and quiet days ahead, we wish you all the best,

Gidi Frank, Director-General

[Signature]
TAU community,

In accordance with the update of regulations for dealing with the corona virus, issued by the Knesset Education Committee today, regarding institutions of higher education, we update that starting tomorrow, **Monday, August 30, 2021**, entry to the campus for entire university community will only be allowed with a green card or current Covid test (in accordance with the guidelines of the Ministry of Health).

**The directive applies to all who enter the campus: employees, students and guests.**

To make it easier to enter, it is recommended to prepare:

- a green card confirmation in advance in the “traffic light” app, or
- print the green card attached to an ID card or employee card, or
- a certificate of a negative result in a recent corona check attached to an ID card or employee card with a photo.

We ask that you'll be patient with the entrance gates to the campus in the first few days of implementing this guideline.

**We call the employees and students to get vaccinated.**

Also, we would like to inform you that in addition to the nationwide deployment of the rapid test stations, there are also, for your convenience, a test station near the train stop in the Ganei Yehoshua parking lot, as well as two fast corona test stations (for a fee) adjacent to the university campus:

1. The Steinhardt Museum of Natural History – Ichilov-well station
2. The Sports Center - MDA Position

For further information about operation hours of the stations and other details, please check the websites of the test operators.

**Wishing you all health and quiet days ahead of the next holiday season upon us for good,**

Gady Frank
TAU Director General